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A high refractive-index structured ferrite composite is designed to experimentally demonstrate
broadband impedance matching to free-space. It consists of an array of ferrite cubes that are
anisotropically spaced, thereby allowing for independent control of the effective complex
permeability and permittivity. Despite having a refractive index of 9.5, the array gives less than 1%
reflection and over 90% transmission of normally incident radiation up to 70 MHz for one of the
orthogonal linear polarisations lying in a symmetry plane of the array. This result presents a route
to the design of MHz-frequency ferrite composites with bespoke electromagnetic parameters for
C 2014 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4881186]
antenna miniaturisation. V
When matching of the complex wave impedance occurs
at an interface between two different media, the reflection
from the interface is zero, allowing for complete power transmission. To be able to obtain this impedance match (zero
insertion loss) would stimulate advances in the practical aspect of transformation optics, stealth technology, antireflection coatings, and antenna miniaturisation.1 One requires
~ r1 l
~
l
¼ r2 ;
~e r1 ~e r2

(1)

to ensure no reflection for normal incidence radiation. In
~ r ¼ l0r þ il00r and ~e r ¼ e0r þ ie00r are the relathese equations, l
tive complex permeability and permittivity, respectively,
where the subscripts identify the media either side of the
interface. For normal incidence, from free space, the complex relative permittivity and permeability of the material
must be equal. Such impedance matching conditions are difficult to achieve since they require electromagnetic material
properties that are not widely found in nature.
It is the focus of this study to design, construct and characterise a broadband high-index but impedance-matched medium to air. This requires the development and utilisation of
bulk materials with equal and identically dispersive complex
permittivity and permeability. While many naturally occurring materials have high permittivity values, there are few
with similarly high permeabilities. One such class of materials are the ferrites, which have high and reasonably
non-dispersive permeability. These are used in many applications, such as telecommunications and antenna systems.2
Many ferrites also simultaneously have a non-dispersive and
a high permittivity in the MHz and low GHz range since
they are comprised of semiconducting grains encapsulated
by insulating oxide barriers3 that leads to charge separation
and high polarisability of the grains. However, in order to
~ r and ~e r some material or chemical modification
equalise l
has conventionally been required.
Previous work has demonstrated broadband impedance
matching using nano-sized ferrite particles sintered into a
solid sample.4 Although l0r and e0r cannot be controlled independently, impedance matching between 100–500 MHz,
0003-6951/2014/104(22)/221905/4/$30.00

with a refractive index of 4.8, is achieved. Kong, Li, Lin,
and Gan5 showed that it is possible to independently control
l0r of a 50% vol. Ni0.95xZnxCo0.05Mn0.02 ferrite epoxy composite by varying the proportion of zinc in the ferrite, with
impedance matching (at a refractive index of 6.5) achieved
up to 30 MHz. More recently, impedance matching has been
achieved by controlling the sintering temperature of a
NiCuZn ferrite finding equality of l0r and e0r at a value of
11.8 from 10–100 MHz.6 However, while the sintering process altered both l0r and e0r simultaneously, independent control of these parameters was not possible. Controlling l0r and
e0r of Bi-Co-Ti substituted M-type ferrite has also been demonstrated by controlling the sintering temperature to between
900 and 950  C.7 Although l0r and e0r were matched at a value
of 24 over the frequency range of 10–200 MHz, the method
does not allow for the extra degree of freedom that our structured composite provides. The method described here of
structuring bulk materials allows matching the impedance in
a simple manner although it must be emphasised that it is
only for one incident polarisation.
Impedance matching does not necessarily require
the use of ferrimagnetic materials. It can also be realised resonantly via artificial magnetism or by implementing transmission line networks.8 An example of a resonant
impedance-matched metamaterial is in Ref. 9, where a configuration of two metallic resonators that couple separately
to electric and magnetic fields, where impedance matching is
achieved by tuning separately both resonant frequencies.
Although this metamaterial is impedance matched at a high
frequency (11 GHz), it is a resonant effect, and therefore
narrowband. Kim and Park10 have designed an ultra-thin
(k/25) antireflection coating by employing a pair of dispersive metamaterial layers on the face of a slab of Teflon. The
approach considered in our present work is to incorporate a
sub-wavelength structure into a bulk ferrite composite to create a structured ferrite composite with a high refractive
index, impedance matched over a broad band. It is a concept
similar to that considered by Matsumoto and Miyata in 1997
in order to reduce reflections from a resonant absorber11 by
reducing the effective permittivity, without greatly
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FIG. 1. Equivalent electrical circuits
for structured ferrite composite with
(a) capacitors representing the permittivity and (b) inductors representing
the permeability.

perturbing its permeability and magnetic loss. Consider an
infinite stack of ferrite composite, for an electric field normal
to the slab plane it is trivial to show that for an infinite stack,
the effective relative permittivity, e0eff , is given by


1
1 dz 1 1
¼ þ

:
(2)
e0eff e0f dz e0s e0f
Here, e0s is the relative permittivity of the spacer material,
is the relative permittivity of the ferrite composite, dz is the
combined thickness of a slab and spacer material, and dz is the
thickness of the low permittivity spacer only. It is clear that if
e0f  e0s small changes in dz will greatly alter e0eff .
By contrast since the magnetic induction lies in the
plane of the slabs, the effective relative permeability, l0eff ; is
given by
e0f

l0eff ¼ l0f þ


dz 0
ls  l0f :
dz

(3)

Here, l0s is the relative permeability of the spacer material
and l0f is the relative permeability of the composite. The
equivalent electrical circuits for describing Eqs. (2) and (3)
are shown in Figures 1(a) and 1(b). Both circuits represent
an infinite stack of alternating spacer material with electromagnetic properties es and ls and ferrite composite with
electromagnetic properties ef and lf . Cs and Cf correspond
to the capacitances of the spacer and ferrite composite while
Ls and Lf are their inductances.
This structuring thus allows a degree of independent
control (for one polarisation) of the relative permittivities
and permeabilities by varying the low index dielectric spacer
thickness: Matsumoto and Miyata11 obtained l0eff ¼ 3 and
e0eff ¼ 10 at 3 GHz for their layered material (the relative permittivity of the unstructured material was determined to be
200 at the same frequency). Whilst the layering of the material did not make e0r and l0r equal, the performance of the
absorber was improved: the predicted minimum reflection of
the absorber at normal incidence on resonance was reduced
from 25% (at 300 MHz) when unlayered to 0.1% (at
3 GHz) when layered.
For the alternate case of the propagation vector and electric field vector lying in the plane of the layers, l0eff and e0eff
obey the following dependence on dz :


1
1 dz 1
1
;
(4)
¼
þ

l0eff l0f dz l0s l0f
e0eff ¼ e0f þ


dz 0
e  e0f ;
dz s

complicated systems such as anisotropic arrays of columns
or cubes provided the thickness of any dielectric spacers in
directions perpendicular to dz are small compared to the
cube sizes and dz .
In our present study, we design and experimentally demonstrate a structured ferrite composite of refractive index
9.5 that is impedance matched to free space for frequencies
up to 70 MHz for one of the orthogonal linear polarisations
collinear with the axes of the array. In addition, our experimental results demonstrate that a 50 mm length of this structure transmits more than 90% of the incident power up to
70 MHz, and maintains a reflection coefficient of less than
0.3% up to 300 MHz, despite becoming absorbing. The
structure is comprised of a commercially available sintered
Manganese Zinc ferrite (Mn0.8Zn0.2Fe2O4) powder supplied
by MagDev Ltd (UK) manufactured into a composite with
standard polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) powder chosen as
the matrix material. The MnZn ferrite and PTFE powders
were mixed together with a ferrite volume of 70% and
pressed into samples using a steel mould at 55 MPa for 300 s
to produce 1  1  1 cm cubic ferrite composite elements.12
Two 6  5 layers of cubes, with each cube spaced in the xand y-directions by double sided polyester adhesive tape of
thickness 0.1 mm, were fabricated (Figure 2). Each of these
planar arrays of cubes were in turn positioned in a calibrated
stripline to fill the void between the central signal line, and one
of the two symmetrically positioned ground planes. The width
of signal line is chosen to maintain 50 X in an unloaded stripline, optimised with a ground-plane–signal-line gap equal to
the height of the cubes plus spacers. Each structured slab
(5 unit cells) is much wider than the signal line, and hence its
response will be indistinguishable from a sample of infinite
extent in the y-direction (Figure 3). The two ground planes
above and below the cube arrays replicate the response of an
infinitely repeat period (z-direction) structured slab. The complex reflection and transmission coefficients (S-parameters) of
the loaded stripline are recorded as a function of frequency,
and the effective, complex permittivity, and permeability are

(5)

i.e., the dependencies of l0eff and e0eff on dz reverse their roles
for the orthogonal polarisation. This simple slab model is an
excellent approximation that can be applied to more

FIG. 2. Anisotropic array of cubes comprised of ferrite composite material.
The cubes are spaced in the x and y-directions by adhesive tape
(dx ¼ dy ¼ 0:1 mm) and in the z-direction from the ground plane and signal
line using polyester film (dz ¼ 2  0:75 mm to 2  1.25 mm).
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FIG. 3. Schematic of the stripline set up containing the sample and Teflon
spacers from (a) side on view and (b) a top down cross section. The stripline
is connected to a Vector Network Analyser (VNA) (b).

obtained using the Nicholson, Ross, Weir (NRW) extraction
method.13,14 The effective electromagnetic parameters of
this structured design were recorded using polyester spacers
between 0.75 mm and 1.25 mm in the z direction and the impedance matching condition sought.
It is first necessary to determine the complex permittivity and permeability of the bulk ferrite composite material,
70% vol. MnZn ferrite and 30% vol. PTFE (Figure 4). A
~ r and ~e r and the brittleness
trade-off between high values of l
of heavily loaded composites resulted in a 70% vol. ferrite
composite being chosen. The values of l0r and e0r remain
approximately constant, while l00r and e00r remain relatively
small from 10 MHz to 100 MHz. The high l0r of the ferrite

FIG. 4. Frequency dispersion of the complex relative permeability and permittivity of the 70% vol. ferrite and 30% vol. PTFE composite.
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material at low frequencies arises from two separate contributions: gyromagnetic spin precession and domain wall
motion.15 Although the resonant frequency associated with
these phenomena occurs at approximately 300 MHz, l00r starts
to rise significantly above 70 MHz which sets an upper limit
to the impedance matching, even though both l0r and e0r for
this bulk ferrite remain large and frequency independent up
to 100 MHz.
In order to determine the impedance match condition,
the spacing between the layers, dz , is varied. The extracted
parameters from these measurements at 50 MHz are shown
in Figure 3. It was deduced from finite element method
(FEM) numerical modelling16 that 4 cubes in the propagation
direction was the minimum number required for the cube
arrays to act as a bulk structure as the addition of more cubes
did not change the extracted effective material parameters to
1 decimal place. The predictions from FEM modelling, utilising the material parameters of the bulk ferrite composite
from Figure 4, are also shown. It should be noted that the
comparison of experiment with simulation is good considering the extreme sensitivity to dz in the experiment. Any small
variations in alignment of the cube array or spacer thickness
will impact e0eff and would lead to differences between the
experimental dz value and that used in the model predictions.
If one considers the polyester to be the low permittivity
spacing layer, and the planar array of cubes to be the ferrite
layer in Eqs. (2) and (3), then the expected strong dependence of e0eff and relatively weak linear dependence of l0eff on
dz is as observed. The experimental results suggest that the
structured ferrite composite will have e0eff ¼ l0eff , when
dz =2 ¼1.15 mm. (Note, the average e0r for the ferrite composite is 98 6 5 (see Figure 4), hence e0eff has an uncertainty
associated with it, indicated by the dotted lines in Figure 5.)
It must be noted that although the modelled values of
e0eff and l0eff fall within the experimental uncertainties
(excluding the single data point for e0eff at dz /2 ¼ 0.75 mm),
neither can be accurately predicted by Eqs (2) and (3).
Equations (2) and (3) provide exact values of e0eff and l0eff for
an array of slabs of alternating values of permittivity and
permeability which has been confirmed using FEM

FIG. 5. Effect of varying the separation between the layers
 (dz ) on the effective relative real permittivity (e0eff ) and permeability l0eff for the anisotropic
array of ferrite cubes at 50 MHz. (a) Predictions from FEM modelling with
the uncertainty based on the range of e0r values for the ferrite composite indicated by dotted lines, and (b) averaged experimental results and standard
deviation.
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FIG. 6. FEM modelling (line) and experimental results (points) of the complex permeability and permittivity as a function of frequency for the impedance matched anisotropic array of ferrite cubes. The cube spacings are
0.1 mm in both the x and y-directions, with dz =2 ¼ 1.05 mm in the z-direction (parallel to the incident electric field vector).

modelling, however, an analytical solution to predict the
exact values of e0eff and l0eff for the array of cubes is not possible due to the conflicting boundary conditions, hence approximations can only be obtained.
~ eff and ~e eff for
Figure 6 shows the extracted value of l
the anisotropic impedance matched, cube array (dz =2
¼ 1.05 mm) when the electric field is in the z-direction.
Predictions from the FEM model (line) and the experimental
data (points) are shown. Note that while l0eff and e0eff for the
experiment are equal to within 4% of the averaged values
across the frequency range from 10 to 300 MHz, l0eff and e0eff
remain small but are dispersive beyond 70 MHz. Above
70 MHz, an increase in l00r is accompanied by an associated
decrease in l0r , due to the gyromagnetic spin resonance. As
l0eff and e0eff are equal at a value of 9.5, the refractive index is
also 9.5 from 10 to 300 MHz.
Figure 7 shows the experimentally measured reflected
(black line) and transmitted (red line) intensity from the
1.05 mm spaced ferrite cube array as a function of frequency.
For frequencies up to 70 MHz, the transmission remains
above 95%, whilst the reflection remains at less than 0.3%.
Above about 70 MHz, the transmission falls significantly due
to losses associated with the magnetic resonance. In addition,
our experimental results demonstrate that a 50 mm length of
this structure maintains a reflection coefficient of less than
0.3% up to 300 MHz, despite becoming highly absorbing.
Using simulations 22 layers of this structure (200 mm) in the
propagation direction is the required thickness to absorb
97% of the radiation at 200 MHz (corresponding wavelength
1.5 m) making it an excellent absorber at higher frequencies.
In this study, a simple anisotropic array of ferrite cubes
that provides a broadband, impedance matched structured
ferrite composite from 10 to 70 MHz has been demonstrated.
Despite having a refractive index of 9.5, the reflection, for
one specific linear polarisation, from this structure is less
than 0.3% over this frequency band. As a broadband impedance matched structure, this cube array is the first step in
realising the material properties required to create transformation optics devices. It also presents potential for
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FIG. 7. Experimentally determined reflectivity and transmissivity from
1.05 mm spaced ferrite cube array with the incident electric field vector parallel to the z-axis.

exploitation as an electromagnetic absorber of subwavelength thickness. Although slabs of ferrite material (as
opposed to cubes) with their slab normal parallel to the incident electric field direction would provide independent control of e0eff , to simultaneously allow for control of l0eff the
slabs must be split in a direction parallel to the incident magnetic induction. Further investigations to overcome the limits
of Snoek’s law17 will likely yield a ferrite material with a
higher resonant frequency, and the prospect of a broader impedance matched region.
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